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Latest Articles for Nonton Film Si Manis Jembatan Ancol Jakarta (ANTARA News) - Indonesia will use the two-day dialogue between ASEAN leaders in Singapore to discuss bilateral and regional issues, and also the ways to enhance ASEAN-Indonesia relations."As a step, we will also discuss the hosting of ASEAN prime
ministers' meeting in Indonesia next year," Indonesian Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi said on Wednesday after the dialogue here.During the dialogue, Marsudi also spoke about ways to enhance ASEAN-Indonesia relations in their post-Summit meeting next week in Cambodia."We will propose a ministerial meeting
in Cambodia on Aug. 4-5 in a format of two-way dialogue during which Indonesia will host the meeting, " she said.In her speech at the dialogue, Marsudi invited the dialogue partners to offer more proposals on the way forward for ASEAN-Indonesia relations, which she said are highly important for both ASEAN and
Indonesia.She also said Indonesia would like to have more dialogue with ASEAN countries "as Indonesia has a tradition of active involvement in ASEAN activities," and she hoped the two-day dialogue could be the preparatory step before the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) summit next year.Marsudi also talked about
prospects of regional economic cooperation, which she said is "crucial" for ASEAN and Indonesia to boost economic growth in the region."The goal of regional economic cooperation is to promote economic growth, trade facilitation, and investment in ASEAN and also to integrate the regional ASEAN economies," she
said.In response, all ASEAN countries except Brunei and Singapore expressed their willingness to work closely with Indonesia as Indonesia is hosting the ARF in 2015.Economic cooperation will include infrastructure, infrastructure investment, tourism, investment in the manufacturing industry, trade facilitation and
technological cooperation. Indonesia will also welcome Malaysia in taking the lead in implementing the ASEAN Act, a regional trade agreement that was signed in Dec. 2002 in Bangkok.ASEAN-Indonesia relations are increasingly important to the country due to the drop in their global prices, the desire to expand

investment by South Korean firms into the region, and the outreach of Indonesia's President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono to East Asia as well as Southeast Asia.On the cooperation with South Korea, she said Indonesia is focusing on the activities needed to attract more firms c6a93da74d
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